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On Saturday I was accompanied by Mrs Wilson (a superb minibus driver), two alumnae and 

nine Lower 5 girls on a trip all the way to London for this year’s junior women’s national 

tournament for Ultimate (‘frisbee’ to some). 

I must admit that I was a little nervous when I saw our pool and realised it was by far the 

hardest. Our first game was crucial, as without a win it would be unlikely we could progress 

into the top half after the pool stages. But the girls did not disappoint and, getting into their 

stride, despatched our opponents 10-4, with complements from the opposition coach, who 

thought Esme Grinion’s movement was worth singling out herself. 

Our next game saw the girls’ highest winning margin of the day and they really got their 

running legs going, especially Millie Edge who won’t give up on and disc, no matter how far in 

front.  A rolled ankle for Coro Hickman looked like the only bad news for the time. 

Our final pool game pitted us against our arch-nemesis, a team called ‘Air Badgers’ (huh?), who 

had narrowly beaten us in the U14s final two years ago. This was the game of the tournament, 

and it attracted a lot of spectators. The team took a commanding lead in the early stages, with 

4-1 on the scoreboard. The Dyer sisters connected in what has become our trademark score. I 

can honestly say that Izzy’s throws are the best I’ve ever seen and the best on show in any 

team.  Lucy is, on the other hand, unmarkable! Meanwhile, Elle Johnson was always our fast-

cutting option, Pippa Holmes’ left-handed throws messed up the opposition defence and 

Chloe Brogan was an ever-reliable outlet for possession. 
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The game became tense at 6-6 with lots of individual battles on the pitch. The only 

disappointment was the score at the buzzer, with Gateways trailing 11-9. Everything else was 

brilliant and it was the only time I was not tense all day – it was just great to watch. We now 

just wanted to reach the final and get the rematch.  

After a visit from the GB coaching team, who wanted our players to go to trials, and a friendly 

game against an U20s team, which we rather casually won, we went on to play our now future 

rivals, ‘Flux’. Sadly, although we led for most of this game too, the minute our opponents 

gained a single goal lead the time-wasting shenanigans kicked in, even from the opposition 

coach! Honestly, this was the low point in the day, since our previous defeat was a really fast, 

exciting game. We felt robbed, but Air Badgers did the business in the final and beat Flux 9-2, 

so we knew where we really stood.  

In the meantime, we finished on a high, beating ‘Evolution’ to come third. This game was a 

little tense all of a sudden, with points traded for quite some time until we pulled ahead to win 

by a three-goal margin. Nevertheless, this match showed more about our team’s spirit than 

any other. I am not exaggerating when I say that every player did something spectacular at a 

clutch moment to make it a true team effort. The highlight for me was the defence. Sienna 

Cooper had each game been used to mark out one the oppositions key players, after we’d 

sussed that out, and she came on to break up their offence at just the right time. And to cap it 

all off, Coro, determined to play again after her injury, ran through to make the defensive 

block of the day. We’ve still got one more year in the age bracket and this is the strongest 

team we’ve had in my time at the school. So 2022 better be our year!  

Overall MVP: Lucy Dyer 

Overall MIP: Esme Grinion 
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